
user guide 

Dear flute friend, !
Thank you for purchasing                    ! !
Here you find important information on how to use your new 
device.  
Please take your time and go through it! 

About !
WOODIFY is designed to improve tonal characteristics on 
modern Böhm-flutes. By placing this wooden ring on the 
head-joint you will reduce the vibrations of the tube.  
By doing so, you will amplify the air column. This results in a 
brighter, more powerful sound, higher resistance, larger 
dynamic range and a faster response. !!!
Testing !
Note: !
WOODIFY changes the vibrating characteristic of the flute. 
Although you are used to your instrument, be open to 
experiencing it in this new way. Try out WOODIFY so, as you 
would try a flute you have never played before.  !
Here is some advice to help you appreciate WOODIFY fully:  !
• The position on the tubing is very important. You should find 
the position that fits your instrument best: even changing the 
position of WOODIFY on the tube a few millimeters can affect 
the result massively. Take your time to find the best position! 

• Fasten WOODIFY very firmly to experience the greatest 
damping effect. Later you may fasten it less and experience a 
reduction of the damping.  

!!

The flute: a vibrating tube !
Here are some acoustic facts about the flute: !
The spectral analysis of a flute sound shows clearly defined 
overtones over the played fundamental as well as a 
characteristic noise fog around 11kHz.  !!!!!!!!!!!!!
This fog is produced by the air stream spread over the 
embouchure.  
When you try to focus your tone too much, you reduce this 
noise fog: The result is a centered tone which does not carry 
very much in a big hall. Nevertheless if the noise fog is too 
present, the sound is airy and unfocused.  !
WOODIFY amplifies primarily the overtones. This results in a 
greater sound volume and a more focused tone. At the same 
time it partially reduces the noise fog; the tone is therefore 
darker. The higher resistance of the instrument however 
allows you to play with more air, in turn adjusting the 
characteristic noise fog.  !
Long story short: You don't have to work so much to find a 
focused tone. Concentrate more on getting a big fluent air 
stream. WOODIFY allows you to choose which type of sound 
you want: it enriches your color palette.  !!!
!



Mounting !
Place WOODIFY on the head-joint of the instrument.  
Insert the head-joint on the body. Fasten the screw at the 
desired position.  !!!!!!!
Make sure you place WOODIFY between 3 and 8 mm distance 
from the tuning marker on the head-joint.  
Fasten the screw gradually to obtain a step-by-step damping 
result. !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Try it out: !
• if you place WOODIFY closer to the tuning marker (~3-5 mm) 
you will experience a large sonorous low register. !
• if you place WOODIFY at a greater distance (~5-8 mm) you 
will obtain an open brilliant upper register. !

Find the position that best suits your instrument. If your 
instrument has a weak lower register and a very bright 
upper register, you may try to achieve a more balanced 
instrument by placing WOODIFY closer to the tuning 
marker (~3-5 mm) and vice versa. !
• the more you fasten the screw, the greater the 
damping result: the instrument won t́ sustain any 
damage! !
When finished playing: loosen the screw, remove the 
head-joint from the instrument and remove WOODIFY.  
Important: don't remove the headjoint from the 
instrument while WOODIFY is tightened up on the body 
of the flute. !
Tuning !
Try out some sample notes in different registers to 
check for better intonation. You may notice that by 
playing with the same amount of air, you will be slightly 
flat when WOODIFY is placed on the instrument. This is 
a normal result of the increase of resistance (you can 
experience the same phenomenon when using a gold 
instrument  as opposed to silver).  
Keep in mind that it does not really make sense to just 
tune up.  
WOODIFY increases the resistance of the instrument. A 
higher resistance means a brighter dynamic spectrum 
and greater flexibility in the tone. Try therefore to get 
used to this resistance and to exploit it. See how much 
air the instrument now takes (how loud you can play 
before the sound breaks). The intonation will be no 
issue as soon as you get used to your new instrument. !
First use !
During the first period of use (usually 2-3 weeks) you 
may notice some more friction when mounting the 
head-joint on the instrument. WOODIFY will naturally 
lose some superficial particles which increase rubbing 
between the head-joint and the instruments body.  
This can be easily avoided by cleaning up the head-
joint on a daily basis before inserting it on the body.  

Press the ring softly against the 
tube while you fasten the screw.



Care !
WOODIFY is made out of wood which is a natural 
material subjected to weather conditions.  !
If you keep WOODIFY unused for a long time or if you 
travel to hot and humid countries, store it in its pouch 
which protects it from direct sun light as well as heat 
sources. Pay attention to keep the screw loose. !
WOODIFY is coated with a water proof varnish.  
Use natural oil, as almond or olive oil to regenerate the 
wood every 3-6 months (optional).  
Apply the oil with a piece of cotton or a small brush. 
Remove the excess oil with some paper or a dry coat.  
Let WOODIFY dry up completely for one day in a cool, 
dry and ventilated space. !
Innovation and materials !
woodify is a patented product!  
The type of wood used to build WOODIFY is bleech 
wood, which ensures the best damping result. 
Bleech wood is a hard wood with good elastic 
properties. You will experience a massive increase of 
resistance which allows you a greater dynamic range. 
The damping will also improve the responsitivity of the 
instrument. 

Experience !
If you are satisfied with WOODIFY, please share your 
impressions on the official Facebook page  
(https://www.facebook.com/woodifyflute). !
Invite flutist friends to discover WOODIFY and like the 
page to be kept informed about news and releases.  
If you have problems or questions about WOODIFY, 
don't hesitate to contact me (woodifyflute@gmail.com). !
WOODIFY is a one-man company held by an italian 
freelance flutist and composer based in Vienna.  
This product is the result of a long search to exploit the 
possibilities of the instrument.  !
Please think about the environment before printing this 
email! !!

Alessandro Baticci

WOODIFY and all its components are produced according to the DIN EN 71 (3) and DIN 53160 hygienic standards

company details 
  

Alessandro Baticci 

!
Hohlweggasse 37/32 
AT-1030 Vienna EU 
Tel. +43/(0)69910541552 
woodifyflute@gmail.com 

www.alessandrobaticci.com
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